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Necessary and sufficient conditions of existence and stability of periodic solutions of vari- 
ous types are obtained for a particular type of second order, nearly piecewise analytic dy- 

namic systems. 
Let us consider the system 

dxldt = irt rlyidt = - ‘4 (4 i- H (x, Y) (11 

and let 

$ (s) = Ui (4 when xf_l < x <xi j (2, y) = f.“‘(zr, y) % when J. ,__* < 2 < s+’ Y > 0 

f(x. yf=f< (2) fx, Y) when x+I<x<xt, Y<O (i=~..-~,b,~,...) 

Here $, ix) audfi(j) (x, y) (i = 1, 2) are analytic functions and ,u is a small positive para- 

meter. We assume that at the coordinate origin (x = 0, y = 0) the system (l), has the state of 
equilibrium of the canter or “joined center” type. 

Let us denote by S,(t) the lines z = xI for 7 > 0 and by 
S, (2) the lines x = z for y < 0 and let us consider phase tra- 
jectories of the system (1) when (J = 0 and when q f 0, sat- 
isfying in both cases the same initial conditions 

x=sar y=yewhent=O (2) 

Assuming that the trajectories of (1) intersect the lines 

Sk(i) at the points P,,,(i) (CC,, yko(j) 1 when p = 0 and at 

P,(j) (zk, y&i) ) when ~1 f 0, we shall prove that 

R 
Fig. 1 where I.,,(‘) is the integral curve of (1) passing, at /.I = 0, 

from the point PO (x0, yo) to the point Pko(j) (x, ykO(j) 1. 
We shall prove first that Formulas (3) hold when the line So(t) is transformed into the 

line S t( 1) (Fig. 1). 

Solution of (1) satisfying the initial conditions (2) can be written, when F= 0, as 

s = ZI ($t t + qp,), II = I/l (ho, t + cPd 

where ho and (pu are constants. 

(4) 

Considering that the system (1) has the integral 

Hl(5, y) EE l/xy2 -j c *L (2) dx = h, (Jo < x < 4 . 
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when CL = 0, we can write a solution for this system when /.r f 0 which will satisfy the ini- 

tial conditions (2). in the followfng form 

z = x1 [a, (t), t f I& (41 = EI (0, y = YI Iaa (9, : + p, @)I E qI (I) (51 
Here c+,(t) and /3,(t) represent a solution of 

9 = ~/I(% (Q '11 (01 g 9 Jg = - phw* (t), ‘II Ml 2 (6) 

satisfying the initial conditions a,(t) = ho and ,&(C) = q. when t = 0. 

Writing a,(t) and 6, (t) as power series in ,u, we obtain 

a, (t) = ho + pa01 0) -k p2 (...I, Bo 0) = ‘PO -k PPOI 0) + 9 L) 
where 

t 

sol (t) = I fl(l) 1x1 th0, t + cpo), Yl (ho, t 4 TO)] 2 dt (7) 
0 

(explicit expression for Rot (c) shall not be utilised, since it can be eliminated from the 

equations). 

Let tl(t) be the least time in which the representative point moving along the trajectory 

of (1) reaches the line St(t) at the point PI(l) (x1, yt(l)). 

Putting t = t*(l) in (5) and expanding the resulting relation into a power series in ,u, we 

obtain 

tr(l) = t,,(l) f; &‘) + j.G (. . .) 

21= 21+ p 
i 

YlO (‘)tll(‘) + -$$- a01 (tloC1)) + ylo(‘$301 (tlo(‘)) 1 + p2 (. . .) 
YP =L YlO(‘) + p 

3Y1 
at t11 

(1) 
a01 (hoct9 + + PO, (hocl))l + p2 (. . .) 

J 

Taking into account the fact that 

we obtain 

where 15 1”) is a curve defined by (4) and passing through the points Po (zo, yo) and PIil) 

(zt, yto(‘)). 

Assuming that Formula (3) holds during the transformation of the line So(l) into S,_,(‘) 

we can show, that it also holds when So(‘) goes into S,(‘) in the upper semiplane. Moreover, 

it holds when So(‘) goes into Sk (‘) (when the representative point passes through the strai- 
ght line y = 0 on which the pieces of the function f Lx, y) are joined), and the argument which 

led to the latter statement applies fully to the transformation of the line .S,t2) (in the lower 
semiplane) into the initial line So(‘) ( in the upper semiplane). 

Let us now assume that for ,u = 0, the system (1) has a family of periodic solutions I:(yo) 

depending on the parameter yo. Then the point transformation of the line So(‘) into itself 

near the closed curve L, have the form 

Yo(l)=Yo+~ \ f (2, Y) dx 6 p2 (. . .) = YO + PF (YO) + P* (. . .) 
i 

(10) 

where L = L(yo) is a closed integral curve passing through po (zo, yo). 

We have two obvious theorems: 

Theorem 1. The condition 
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PO (x0, Y‘O + Wl) 

is necessary and sufficient for the transformation (101 to have, at sufficiently small FL, a 
fixed point 

F k”f = 0 (ii) 

which tends to PGo, yo” 1 as I_( + 0. 
Theorem 2, LetyoO be a solution of (11). If 

fr’ (vcDf =k 0 

then (10) has a fixed point 

PO (go, Y$ + CL&) 

which tends to P&, yoo) when p + 0. This point is stable if F’(yo’1-C 0 and unstable if 
F’fyoO) > 0. 

The above conditions of existence and stability of periodic solutions of (11 are analo- 

gous to the corresponding conditions given in [I! for the systems which are almost Hsmil- 
tonian. 

If the functions rl/(x) and ffz, y) are periodic in x and their period is 2n, then the phase 
space of (1) will be cylindrical with two similar lines x = .zo and n = x0 + 2n. Theorems 1 

and 2 will then refer to the fixed point corresponding to the periodic solution enveloping the 
phase cylinder. The curve L(yoo) will in this case be a closed integral curve of (1) with 
fi = 0, it will pass through the point (x0, yol and envelope the phase cylinder, 

In conclusion the author thanks N.N. Bautin for valuable advice. 
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